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Abstract 

Over the past decade, multinational pharmaceutical companies have been encapsulating yaqona 

(kava, Piper methysticum), the natural intoxicating relaxant, soporific and social lubricant of the 

Pacific Islands, and retailing it as an over the counter alternative stress and sleep management 

medication.  This activity is netting multinational pharmaceutical companies huge profits whilst the 

grassroots cultivator receives a minimal return for their raw product.  In my presentation, I will 

describe an ethnographic account of a simple social experiment that was conducted at a yaqona 

drinking session on Kadavu Island, Fiji, in June 2005.  To the surprise of those present, Fiji’s 

yaqona cultivators were identified as playing both a significant role, and an insignificant role, 

within the multinational pharmaceutical industry’s commodity chain.  The term significant 

describes the cultivators’ role as the producer of the vital ingredient needed in order for the 

multinational pharmaceutical companies to manufacture their yaqona capsules.  However, the term 

insignificant is ascribed in a postpartive manner, as it could be argued that the cultivator receives 

inequitable remuneration for that vital ingredient.  I will close with several recommendations which, 

if introduced, could possibly allow the yaqona cultivators at the grassroots to reap equitably 

alongside the multinational pharmaceutical companies. 
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Introduction  
 
Personal intro: My name is “Apo” Aporosa and I am a Masters student at Massey University in 

New Zealand.  You will learn a bit more about me during the presentation.  

 

In this presentation I am going to tell an ethnographic story that revealed several surprises - not only 

to me - but also to the group of Fijians I was drinking kava with at the time.  The story revealed to 

us both, the significant and insignificant role, kava cultivators and wholesalers play within the 

multi-national pharmaceutical industries commodity chain.  I will then elaborate on several themes 

that emerged from the story, namely intellectual property rights and a number of possible measures 

that can be implemented in order to allow the Fijian kava cultivator to benefit equitably alongside 

multi-national pharmaceutical companies. Prior to telling my ethnographic story, I will take a few 

minutes and overview kava as it pertains to this presentation. 

 

Kava: Presentation overview 

 

Cultural icons tend to be an identifiable reflection of their country of origin.  For example, the 

kangaroo and Australia, the kiwi and New Zealand, or the eagle and America.   Cultural icons are 

not restricted to oversized jumping rodents, flightless birds, or bald headed hunters of the sky.  They 

can also “reflect cultural practices and preferences influenced by their country of origin” 1.  Think 

kimono’s, calligraphy, flower arrangements, and tea ceremonies and you have an image of Japan; 

consider curry, and India comes to mind; pasta and Italy; vodka and Russia; and kava - the iconic 

cultural picture of Fiji and the Pacific Islands.  Kava, or yaqona as it is known in Fiji, is derived by 

infusing the pounded root and basel stem of the Piper methysticum plant in water 2.  Yaqona is a 

soporific, and produces a relaxed pleasant numbing effect upon the body without the mental 

euphoria associated with alcohol consumption 3.  Yaqona plays a vital role in Fijian culture and 

ceremony.  Practices include, although are not restricted to, its presentation during the installation 

of a new chief, as an offering following the birth of a child, in healing rituals, and even as a means 

of honouring a host.  Due to yaqona’s relaxant properties, together with its attribute in stimulating 

conversation, it also plays a prominent roll within Fiji’s social structure 4.  One never needs to look 

far to find several Fijians sitting, conversing, and drinking yaqona.  Further, this practice is not 

limited to the village, and is a regular occurrence even in the office blocks of Fijis’ capital city, 

Suva 5.  

 

Aside from its traditional and cultural significance, yaqona also has a valuable commercial aspect. 

The Pacific Business News in 2004 considered yaqona the “most profitable crop in Fiji” with 
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exports exceeding FJ$100 million dollars 6.  Last month, while I was at the market in Suva, I 

noticed that high quality yaqona root was retailing for as much as $40 a kilogram.  The yaqona 

market is expected to increase, and this increase has been spurred on following the publication of a 

number of articles that have highlighted yaqona’s unique pharmacological properties.  One such 

example is the British Medical Journal 7 which reported in 2003 that yaqona is a viable non-

addictive alternative to commonly prescribed anxiolytics, or anti-anxiety medications, such as 

Prozac and Valium 8.  Yaqona’s active properties interact with the brain in a similar manner to the 

benzodiazepine family of drugs; calming and relaxing 9.  I will comment further to yaqona’s value 

as a pharmaceutical medicine following my ethnographic story. 

 

 

Ethnographic story  

 

My story is set at Richmond Methodist High School on Kadavu Island in Fiji in June of last 

year(2005).  Richmond Methodist High School is counted among some of the most rurally isolated 

schools in the Fiji islands.  To reach Kadavu islands main hub requires a 40 minute flight from the 

mainland or an 8 hour ferry ride. The school is situated a further 40 minutes by boat from the hub.  

There are no roads to the school, and with only 3 hours of generated power per night when diesel is 

available, an intermittent phone service, 21 teachers and their families, and meals for the 250 

students cooked on wood fires, life tends to reflect the more traditional aspects of Fijian culture.   

 

I have been a regular visitor at Richmond Methodist High School since April 2000, assisting them 

with development projects and also studying the school and local villages as part of my university 

level Development Studies programme.  In total I have spent almost 400 days living at the school, 

and my wife and I have taken over 50 volunteers to work alongside the locals. The majority of Fiji’s 

high schools are private, and while they are accountable to the Ministry of Education to ensure they 

meet academic standards, the government gives very little financial support.  Hence, Richmond, 

like many schools in Fiji, cultivates yaqona and sells it as a means of meeting budgetary shortfalls.  

 

Aside from the development focus at the school, I am also related to nearby Natokalau Village, 

through marriage on my maternal grandmothers side.  Natokalau villagers, like the majority of 

villagers on Kadavu island, also cultivate and sell yaqona in order to pay school fees and provincial 

levies, and to purchase clothing, basic food items and kerosene to light their homes.   The chief of 

Natokalau has been good to me and allowed me to start a small yaqona farm on fertile land near the 

site of their original village.  So, as you may well understand, Richmond is like home to me, and the 
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highlight of every day is being able to gather at the hall after school finishes to have a few bowls of 

yaqona, Fijis’ traditional social lubricant and relaxant, and converse with the teachers, labourers, 

my relatives, and local villagers. 

 

On this particular day, after arriving at the hall and taking my seat, I placed a bottle containing 

twenty commercially manufactured yaqona tablets onto the floor without saying anything.  Each 

time I visit the school I conduct some type of social experiment.  I use these as a mechanism of 

learning and understanding.  A price sticker was stuck to the lid that read NZ$14.50 and the 

instructions label revealed that each capsule contained 250 milligrams of yaqona kava.  This 

product is available in most New Zealand pharmacies, and is marketed as an alternative stress and 

sleep management medication. 

 

My associate immediately to my left picked up the bottle and drew everyone’s attention to it.  The 

mixture of teachers, labourers and villagers had heard of this new way of packaging yaqona, 

although they had never seen it.  Naturally, as the bottle was passed from one to another, the 

conversation intensified.  It finally reached Lai, a local entrepreneur of sorts; shop-keeper, yaqona 

farmer, fossil fuel retailer, and anything else he can put his hand to.  After reading the label, Lai 

took the bottle and left the hall and the subject seemed to die along with his departure.  It crossed 

my mind that my social experiment had failed, until Lai returned a few minutes later with a pencil, 

paper and calculator, and proceeded to work away quietly while making frequent references to the 

bottles’ label.   

 

After about ten minutes, the conversation was broken when Lai, in an irritated manner, announced 

that “the maker of these pills are getting about $2,500 per kilogram for the yaqona”.  That certainly 

grabbed everyone’s attention.  Lai then went on to explain that by multiplying the minuscuule 

weight of yaqona inside each capsule by the price on the bottle, and then comparing this to the price 

locals were receiving for their raw material, the multi-national pharmaceutical company who had 

manufactured the tablets, was making thousands of dollars more for a product locals received under 

$30 for.  Admittedly, these figures did not include production and marketing costs.   

 

 

Discussion 

 

Possibly you will now understand why this experiment came as a surprise to me, as this was not 

something I had considered, and I certainly had not expected an irritated and excited reaction from 
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the locals.  Over the following hours, issues of inequity, exploitation, and even intellectual property 

rights were discussed.  Intellectual property rights a 10, although only a new concept and still in the 

draft stages, are the formation of international regulations that will act as a protection, or a copy 

right of sorts, on indigenous culture and flora.  Under the concept of intellectual property rights, 

yaqona can be considered an indigenous flora, and should be protected from exploitation by 

outsiders such as multi-national pharmaceutical companies.  These companies should, under the 

spirit of the intellectual property rights, be consulting with the indigenous owners of yaqona to 

ensure all benefit equally from its sale 11.  

 

Upon my return to New Zealand, I made contact with a number of multi-national pharmaceutical 

companies who manufacturer yaqona capsules, including the company that produced the product 

that Lai had performed calculations on.  Several of the companies I spoke to advised that 60 

capsules, each containing 250 milligrams of “kava root”, cost the equivalent of FJ$25.00.  Further, 

with the exception of “cellulose removal” (the outer skin of the root), “no other processing” is 

conducted.  Simply put, manufacturing and additive costs are minimal, with several of the 

companies I contacted stating they merely powderize the yaqona, and weigh it out into capsules and 

then package it for sale. Armed with this new information, and using Lai’s calculation method, I 

reconsidered the figures and came to the conclusion that the yaqona inside these capsules is worth 

the equivalent of FJ$1664.oo (gross) per kilogram b.  Admittedly, FJ$1664.oo per kilo is less than 

$2500.oo per kilo as Lai had first calculated, and then if we generously subtract 50% for production 

and marketing costs, I would estimate the manufacturer of this product is receiving approximately 

$800 per kilogram c 12.   

 

While exports of $100 million dollars sounds impressive, when you consider the huge profits the 

multi-national pharmaceutical companies are making, and then you compare this to what the 

cultivator or rural school is receiving, it appears to me that any hope that yaqona will be Fiji’s next 

big money earner seems misguided.  This is because the multi-national pharmaceutical industry has 

the ability to take advantage of the low yaqona price at the local market, and then subsequently on-

sell it in capsulated form at excessively inflated prices on the international market.  These inflated 

prices do not benefit the rural Fijian subsistent farmer, or rural school who is struggling to meet 

                                                
a The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) is the specialised United Nations agency responsible for the promotion of intellectual property 

world wide. 
b I made my calculation as follows: There are 1000mg (milligrams) in 1gm (gram), and 1000gm in 1kg (kilogram). Each yaqona capsule contains 

.250gm of peeled, dried, and powdered yaqona root and is worth 41.6 cents each (FJ$25.00 [value of the capsules] ÷ 60 [number of capsules in a 
bottle] = $0.416).  There are 4000 units of .250gm in 1kg.  By multiplying the 4000 units by 41.6 cents, the figure arrive at is FJ$1664.oo per 
kilogram.   

c “Depending on the specific product, Americans pay between US $253 and $2,486 per kilo of active ingredient (generally plant extracts with 
concentrations of kavalactones). By comparison, the market price per kilo of kava root in Apia, Samoa is US $5.95 - $6.62. Although kava prices 
are at or near an all-time high across the Pacific and the kava trade is hyped as a model for benefit sharing, kava farmers typically only receive 
between 0.25% and 2.5% of the proceeds from the booming kava sales in Northern markets.” (Hammond, et al. 2000:9). 
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their budgetary requirements through the cultivation of this slow growing crop.  In July 2006, the 

wholesale price for quality yaqona root at the Suva market was FJ$24.oo per kilogram; a mere 

pittance compared to what the multi-national pharmaceutical industry receives.  These inflated 

prices will also fail to impact upon the wholesaler at the Suva market who earns an average profit of 

FJ$4 per kilo on retail sales.  Fiji, under its current yaqona export structure, will continue to be 

exploited and the country as a whole underdeveloped, while multi-national pharmaceutical 

companies will benefit and grow their already affluent societies.  Lummis, in his 1997 article 

entitled Equity stated, a “big part of the 'economic development', i.e., the wealth, of the rich 

countries [or corporations] is wealth imported from poor countries" 13.   

 

Recently, Lamont Lindstrom, a leading academic writer on yaqona, released an article called Kava 

Pirates in Vanuatu? which discusses the issue of yaqona and intellectual property rights 14.  He 

referred to the current manufacturing and sale of yaqona by commercial enterprises and 

pharmaceutical operations as “biopiracy”, or commercial exploitation 15.  Lipp, the director of a 

video called Kava, Drink Of The Gods, also raises a similar concern 16. He question’s whether 

foreign owned multi-national pharmaceutical companies have the right to acquire an indigenous 

property such as yaqona, and then make a huge profit from it without benefits returning to the local 

farmer.  Dr. Bill Aalbersberg from the University of the South Pacific, acknowledges that the 

implementation of a royalties payment system under an intellectual property rights dictum will be 

very difficult to achieve.  Instead, he has called upon the multi-national pharmaceutical industry “to 

do the ‘morally correct thing’”, to recognise that yaqona is owned by the peoples of the South 

Pacific, and to make “’good will’ payments” instead 17.  While I applaud Aalbersberg’s suggestion, 

I doubt it can succeed, as I believe an action such as “good will” on the part of multi-nationals is 

based upon a moral concept.  Heller clearly reveals the moral base of the multi-national 

pharmaceutical industry when he stated that, "pharmaceutical companies exist primarily to make 

money, not to produce and distribute the cheapest effective medicine to (those) most in need" 18.  If 

then, ones moral compass is more focused on “making money” as opposed to aiding those “in 

need”, I would suggest “good will payments” are highly unlikely. "  

 

In my opinion, Fiji, through its’ yaqona industry, is being exploited by multi-national 

pharmaceutical companies.  Schools such as Richmond Methodist High School who rely on the sale 

of yaqona to meet budgetary shortfalls, or the villager from Natokalau who depends upon yaqona 

sales to pay school fees and levies, and to feed and clothe the family, are at the mercy of an industry 

that is beyond their influence.  Lai, following his calculations, unknowingly revealed that he and his 

fellow yaqona cultivators play both a significant and an insignificant role in the global “commodity 
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chain” 19.  These cultivators play a significant part in that they possess the traditional knowledge 

and have the environment to cultivate and produce the key ingredient in a highly sought after 

product.  Unfortunately, following the sale of their key ingredient, their significance is negated - 

reduced to insignificance - as the cultivators are economically marginalised by the multi-national 

pharmaceutical industry who are reaping millions in profits, although refuse to share their profits 

with the traditional owner and cultivator.   

 

But can this situation be reversed?  I believe yes, although this will take a unified approach not only 

by Fiji, but also the other yaqona producing nations in the South Pacific.  If these producers can 

band together, appoint a single export body to negotiate with multi-national pharmaceutical 

companies, and set an equitable price for their yaqona that will allow all involved, including the 

subsistence farmer, rural school, and wholesaler to benefit, equity is possible.  Additionally, this 

process will meet the intended expectations of intellectual property rights.  The peoples of the South 

Pacific have a reputation for cooperation and unity, thus a foundation already exists that could 

undergird such a unified approach 20. 

 

Further, this unified approach may well require the support of legislation to ensure all yaqona 

exports are monitored.  This will prevent individuals from negotiating with offshore commercial 

enterprises and benefiting personally at the expense of their fellow countrymen.  A similar concern 

was raised by Spate as far back as 1959 in his report to the Legislative Council of Fiji when he 

commented, “few crops, however, would lead themselves more readily to a black market” 21.  Black 

market type behaviour would undermine the entire process of gaining equality for the subsistent 

farmer, school and local wholesaler.   

 

Unfortunately, seeking legislative support in Fiji is a slow process.  Fiji Kava Council 

representative Ratu Josateki Nawalowalo has been petitioning the Fijian Government since 2004 to 

introduce the Kava Industry Bill aimed at greater regulatory powers and coordination within Fiji’s 

yaqona industry 22.  Although this may go some way toward addressing the recommendations as 

suggested, time appears to be of the essence.  The cosmetic giant L’Oreal has already managed to 

secure a patent over kava, and has made millions of dollars in profit through a kava based hair 

growth stimulant 23.  Marahare (2004), in discussing this patent, commented that L’Oreal have 

commercially exploited this situation by applying existing intellectual property laws to a 

“traditional knowledge”.  This was not how the intellectual property laws were initially designed 

and Marahare further comments that L’Oreal’s actions are “illustrative of the kind of (exploitation) 

risk faced by Pacific Island countries” 24.   To prevent such inequity from escalating any further, 
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urgent action is required by both the governments of the South Pacific and The World Intellectual 

Property Organisation (WIPO), a division of the United Nations, who is responsible for global 

intellectual property issues.   

 

Conclusion  

 

In conclusion, what started as a simple social experiment in June last year, resulted in a group of 

Fijian yaqona drinkers realising that their cultural icon, necessary to traditional systems of 

interaction and custom, and more recently their economic wellbeing, was in fact being used against 

them in an exploitative manner.  The Fijian subsistent villager, or school attempting to meet their 

budgetary shortfalls, initially holds a significant position in the multi-national pharmaceutical 

industries kava product commodity chain, as they produce the key ingredient.  Although this 

position is temporal, as the cultivator, and even the wholesaler at the market, are relegated to 

insignificance when it comes to equitable remuneration from the finished encapsulated product.  As 

discussed, this does not necessarily need to be the situation.  I believe that with a unified approach 

by yaqona cultivating nations of the South Pacific, accompanied by legislation to prevent black 

marketeering, together with governmental and World Intellectual Property Organisation support, 

equity for those at the grass roots is possible.  Further, it may then be possible that yaqona will 

equitably be the “most profitable crop in Fiji”. 
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